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1. Symmetry, stress, and the inventory

In languages like English, we tend not to think of phonemic contrasts in 
terms of stress, but in Triqui, we have to. 

We talk about allophony in terms of stress though, e.g. aspiration in 
English.

[əˈpʰiɹ] [ˈpʰeɪpɚ] [ˈæpɫ]̩ [ˈpʰɹḁpɚɾi] [pʰəˈtʰeɪɾoʊ]
'appear’ 'paper' 'apple' 'property' 'potato’
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In Itunyoso Triqui, and in the Triqui languages more generally, all the 
major contrasts occur on the final syllable of roots/morphemes.

Table 1: Itunyoso Trique Consonant Inventory

Bilabial Dental Alveolar Palatoalveolar Palatal Retroflex Velar Labiovelar Glottal
Stops p t”, t:” k, k: kw, kw: P

Pre-Nasalized nd, Pnd Ng, PNg Ngw

Affricates tS, tS: (úù, úù:)
Fricatives s, (D) S H
Nasals m, m:, Pm n, n:, Pn

Pre-Stopped cn
Approximants B, B:, PB l, l:, Pl j, j:, Pj
Taps R, Pr

Table 2: Itunyoso Triqui Vowel Inventory

Front Central Back
Close i, ĩ u, ũ
Close-Mid e 9̃ ∼ @̃ o
Open a

trasts in the language. Glottal and glottalized consonants; prenasalized stops; nasal vowels;
and contour tones all freely surface in root-final syllables but never occur in non-final sylla-
bles (cf. DiCanio, 2008, 2010). Table 3 summarizes this asymmetry for segmental contrasts.
In the final syllable of polysyllabic words, 27 consonants and up to 8 contrastive vowels
may occur. In penults though, only 15 consonants and 5 vowels may occur. In antepenults,
there are only 10 possible consonants and 5 vowels. The asterisks here on the mid-vowels
indicate that a special licensing relation holds – mid vowels are only permitted on penults
or antepenults if they occur on final syllables.

Table 3: Segments occurring in different positions in polysyllabic words

Manner Antepenultimate-σ Penultimate-σ Ultimate-σ
Stops t”, k, kw t”, k, kw p, t”, k, kw, P
Pre-nasalized Stops nd, Ng, Ngw

Affricates tS tS, (úù) tS, (úù)
Fricatives s”, S s”, S (D), s”, S, H
Nasals m, n m, n m, n
Approximants l, R B, j, l, R B, j, l, R
Pre-Stopped Nasals cn
Glottalized Sonorants Pm, Pn, Pj, PB

Pl, (Pr), Pnd, PNg
Vowels i, a, u, e*, o* i, a, u, e, o* i, a, u, e, o, ı̃, ã, ũ
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• We may call this type of patterning in Triqui “stress”, but it differs somewhat from 
what some linguists may consider to be their prototype of a stress system.

“Depending on the language, stress is diagnosed in different ways: through a 
combination of physical properties, speaker intuitions, and phonological properties 
such as segmental constraints and processes.” 

(p.66, Gordon and van der Hulst, 2020)

• In practice, many linguists think primarily of the physical properties and the 
speaker intuitions over segmental constraints and processes.

• In Triqui, since pitch is used for marking tone, pitch on the root-final syllable is 
not necessarily any different than on any other syllable. Pitch is not a cue for 
stress.
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• There are additional languages motivating a perspective of stress 
primarily based on distributional properties rather than the physical 
ones. 

• In Ibibio (Cross-River), Punu (Bantu), and Lulamogi (Bantu), the 
distribution of segmental and tonal contrasts are restricted to stem-
initial or word-penultimate positions, but other cues to word 
stress/accent are absent (Hyman, 2019). 

• Hyman argues that these languages demonstrate prominence 
relations via distributional restrictions and patterns of 
reduction/assimilation.
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Phonetic patterns
In Triqui, final syllables are still longer than non-final syllables though. So, duration 
plays a role too. Observe the following from the chapter on Triqui prosody.
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must be considered with some caution – it is harder to determine the acoustic offsets for
utterance-final glottal codas than for an utterance-final syllable with no coda. In sum, the
data here shows significant main effects of stress and phrasal position on syllable duration.

Figure 13: Stress-related lengthening in utterance-medial and utterance-final position

3.1.4 Discussion
The brief phonetic results here show that, in addition to the phonological asymmetries
across syllables in roots, the stressed root-final syllable is also phonetically longer than
the penultimate syllable regardless of utterance position. There is an additional pattern
of utterance-final lengthening that only influences utterance-final syllables in the language.
Here, final syllables are about 50% longer than in utterance-medial position.

While it remains to be seen whether other intermediate constituents (phonological words,
for instance) might influence durational properties of syllables, the data here demonstrate
some phonetic evidence distinguishing three levels of the prosodic hierarchy. Penultimate
syllables are shorter than final, stressed syllables in iambic feet. However, one might speculate
that this is just a property of the final syllable in prosodic words as well, since the target words
in this study are all both feet and prosodic words. This finding replicates past descriptive
work in DiCanio (2010) where, in examining disyllabic words in a carrier sentence, I found
lengthening in the consonant and rime in stressed syllables relative to penultimate syllables.

The final stressed syllables in iambic feet (or prosodic words) are shorter in utterance-
medial position than in utterance-final position. Thus, we can distinguish between phonetic

26

This syllable duration for disyllabic 
words with different coda types: /ʔ/ - 
/h/ - no coda in both utterance-final 
position (the right panel) and in 
utterance-non-final position (the left 
panel). 

This is durational data averaged across 
11 speakers and a number of different 
experimental trials.

Note that final syllables are about 50% 
longer than penults and even longer 
than penults in utterance-final position.



• There are both phonological and phonetic cues to stress in Triqui, 
but if we ignored stress, we would need to include many caveats 
whenever we discussed different segment types.

• If we just looked at the segmental inventory here, we might be misled 
to believe that everything was contrastive everywhere in the word.
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Table 1: Itunyoso Trique Consonant Inventory

Bilabial Dental Alveolar Palatoalveolar Palatal Retroflex Velar Labiovelar Glottal
Stops p t”, t:” k, k: kw, kw: P

Pre-Nasalized nd, Pnd Ng, PNg Ngw

Affricates tS, tS: (úù, úù:)
Fricatives s, (D) S H
Nasals m, m:, Pm n, n:, Pn

Pre-Stopped cn
Approximants B, B:, PB l, l:, Pl j, j:, Pj
Taps R, Pr

Table 2: Itunyoso Triqui Vowel Inventory

Front Central Back
Close i, ĩ u, ũ
Close-Mid e 9̃ ∼ @̃ o
Open a

trasts in the language. Glottal and glottalized consonants; prenasalized stops; nasal vowels;
and contour tones all freely surface in root-final syllables but never occur in non-final sylla-
bles (cf. DiCanio, 2008, 2010). Table 3 summarizes this asymmetry for segmental contrasts.
In the final syllable of polysyllabic words, 27 consonants and up to 8 contrastive vowels
may occur. In penults though, only 15 consonants and 5 vowels may occur. In antepenults,
there are only 10 possible consonants and 5 vowels. The asterisks here on the mid-vowels
indicate that a special licensing relation holds – mid vowels are only permitted on penults
or antepenults if they occur on final syllables.

Table 3: Segments occurring in different positions in polysyllabic words

Manner Antepenultimate-σ Penultimate-σ Ultimate-σ
Stops t”, k, kw t”, k, kw p, t”, k, kw, P
Pre-nasalized Stops nd, Ng, Ngw

Affricates tS tS, (úù) tS, (úù)
Fricatives s”, S s”, S (D), s”, S, H
Nasals m, n m, n m, n
Approximants l, R B, j, l, R B, j, l, R
Pre-Stopped Nasals cn
Glottalized Sonorants Pm, Pn, Pj, PB

Pl, (Pr), Pnd, PNg
Vowels i, a, u, e*, o* i, a, u, e, o* i, a, u, e, o, ı̃, ã, ũ

2. The Triqui inventory 
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The stop system
The stop system includes /p, t,̪ k, kʷ/. These are all voiceless stops. 
There are no voiced stops. In the onsets of stressed syllables, they are 
variably realized with some preaspiration. 
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Table 7: Labial culminativity violations with the 1p clitic in Itunyoso Triqui.

Stem Gloss 1du Gloss
BaH4 ‘to grind (corn)’ BoP4 ‘we are grinding (corn)’
ma43 ‘compadre’ moP4 ‘our compadre’
Ru3Pm@̃3 ‘to crash into’ Ru3PmũP4 ‘we crash into’
m@̃2P@̃3 ‘self’ mũ2PũP4 ‘ourselves’

2 Stop contrasts

2.1 Plain stops
Itunyoso Triqui contrasts four oral places of articulation for stops: /p, t”, k, kw/. The coronal
stop is apico-post-dental, not apico-alveolar nor interdental. The same is true of the coronal
sibilant [s”] (see below). The stops are canonically voiceless with negligible post-aspiration (5
- 30 ms). There is a contrast between singleton and geminate stops in monosyllabic words,
but not in polysyllabic words. All stops are canonically voiceless with little post-aspiration.
Table 8 shows a set of words contrasting each of the four stops in polysyllabic words. Due
to the labial culminativity principle discussed in §1.4, neither /p/ nor /kw/ may precede a
rounded vowel. Apart from this, there are no other stop-vowel co-occurrence restrictions in
the language, i.e. all oral and nasal vowels may surface following [t”] and [k].

Table 8: Stop contrasts in polysyllabic words

/p/ /t”/ /k/ /kw/
pa2la3 ‘lizard’ t”a3k@̃3 ‘hill’ ka3siP3 ‘honey’ kwe3PleP3 ‘fragile’
pe3PeH5 ‘infant’ t”i3ni32 ‘nopal cactus’ ku3t”̃@H3 ‘porcupine’ kwi4juH4 ‘raccoon’

ni3t”̃ı4 ‘to be roasted’ ni3k̃ıP3 ‘to be standing’ a3kwaH4 ‘to yell’
nu3t”a1 ‘tamal’ ne3ka3 ‘scissors’ nu3kw@̃P3 ‘word(s)’

The voiceless bilabial stop is rare in the language, occurring primarily in historical loan-
words, e.g. /pa3s̃ıH2/ ‘spanish moss, kindling’ from Nahuatl paxtli (Mexican Spanish paxtle).
With one marginal exception, /p:aH5/ ‘look!’, the bilabial stop is the only stop for which no
length contrast is observed. Unlike most consonants, it never occurs in the final syllable of
a polysyllabic word except in Spanish loanwords like /la4pi43/ ‘pencil’ (lápiz).

2.2 Marginal voicing contrasts
Though most obstruents are canonically voiceless and lack post-aspiration, there are a hand-
ful of native words where a voiced stop or fricative is usually found instead of a voiceless one,
even in relatively careful speech. These words appear in Table 9. The latter three words –
‘to yell’, ‘Tlaxiaco’, and ‘traditional stool’ vary in their pronunciation. When not produced



There are in fact some voiced stops and fricatives, but these occur in 
only a couple native words.

Loanwords from Spanish include voiced stops and fricatives too.
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with a labiovelar or velar voiced fricative, these words are instead produced with either a
voiceless velar stop, e.g. [a3kwah4] and [ni3kjãh5], or the stop is deleted altogether.

Table 9: Words with voiced fricatives in Itunyoso Triqui

[D] Ru3DaP3 ‘metate leg’
[G] ka3GaP3 ‘1. metal 2. bottle’
[Gw] a3Gwah4 ‘to yell’
[Gj] ni3Gjãh5 ‘Tlaxiaco (town)’

Ri3GjaP3 ∼ Ri3jaP3 ‘traditional stool’

It should be noted that these voiced fricatives are very exceptional in native words in
the language – there is otherwise no contrast between voiced and voiceless obstruents in
Itunyoso Triqui. In Spanish loanwords, however, one may observe the consonants /d/ and
/D/. Examples of these are shown in Table 10.

Table 10: Spanish loanwords with voiced fricatives in Itunyoso Triqui

sna4Du43 ‘police’ < estado nda4Du43 ‘deputy of mayordomo’ < diputado
djo3si1 ‘angel’ < dios pa3Ga3Do43 ‘embassador of mayordomo’ < embajador

2.3 Contrastive length in monosyllabic words
There is a contrast in consonant length for stops in monosyllabic words in Itunyoso Triqui,
shown in Table 11. Past work on the phonetics of gemination in Itunyoso Triqui has shown
that the contrast is robust in elicited speech in carrier sentences, with a durational ratio of
1:1.51 for stops and 1:1.76 for sonorants (DiCanio, 2012b). For 68% of all geminate obstruents
(stops and affricates), there was observable preaspiration which, when it occurred lasted 35-
40 ms. Electroglottographic data also revealed an abrupt devoicing gesture to be present with
these geminates, whereas singleton obstruents showed a passive pattern of voicing/devoicing.
When singleton obstruents were variably of shorter duration, they were more likely to be at
least partially passively voiced, but when they were variably longer, passive voicing was not
observed. Table 11 shows stops constrasting in length in monosyllables. Note that there are
rather few minimal pairs related to this contrast – most words also contrast in either tone
or in the presence of a glottal consonant coda.
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Affricates
• For most speakers, there is one phonemic affricate in Itunyoso Triqui 

- /tʃ/. However, there are two additional affricate allophones.

• Older speakers distinguish a retroflex: /ʈʂ/ and a palatoalveolar /tʃ/, e.g. 
/ʈʂeh³²/ 'path' vs. /tʃeh³/ 'his/their father.’

• Younger speakers have merged these two affricates to /tʃ/, though you can 
hear a more retracted affricate sometimes before back vowels with speakers, 
e.g. /tʃeh³²/ 'path' but /ʈʂũ³/ 'tree.'

• The post-dental affricate [ts̪] is an allophone of /t/̪ before /i/.
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Sonorants

• The sonorant series is rather simple: /m, n, β, l, ɾ, j/. 

• Note that the bilabial "fricative" is given here. It is normally produced 
with either no frication [ β̞ ] or with some frication [β]. However, it 
patterns with the sonorants. 

• The "tap" actually varies quite a bit - it can be voiceless or voiced, a 
tap, trill, or retroflex flap: [ɾ, ɽ, r, ɾ̥, ɽ̊, r̥].
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βeʔ³ li⁴³ ɾã³¹ ju³ˀβe³² mã³ nã³
'house' 'small' 'lightning' ‘ice’ 'that 

(distal)'
'this 
(proximal)’

tʃu³βe³ ku³li³² tʃi³ɾah⁵ ma²jah³¹ tʃu³mãʔ³ tʃi³neh⁵

'dog' 'magpie' 'back, 
behind'

'yellow' 'town, 
community'

‘cliff, 
precipice'
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Pre-glottalization in sonorants

• There is a series of prenasalized stops in the language as well /ⁿd, ᵑɡ, 
ᵑɡʷ/. These occur only in root-final syllables in native words. The 
velar prenasalized stop is much more common than the alveolar one.
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ⁿduh³  ⁿda¹  ᵑɡo²  ᵑɡa¹  ᵑɡʷi³¹
'pimple' 'until, up to' 'one’  'with’  'person' 

ku²ⁿdu³ tʃa³ᵑɡo⁴ tʃi³ᵑɡa⁴  tʃu³ᵑɡʷi¹ tu³ᵑɡʷa³
'short'  'ground wasp' 'garden' 'world’  'San Juan Mixtepec'



Glottalized sonorants

There are pre-glottalized sonorants in Itunyoso Triqui - all sonorants and the 
prenasalized stops can have a preceding glottal stop. This can occur for some 
consonants in word-initial position, though pre-glottalization only occurs in the 
root-final syllable.
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ˀnĩh⁵  ˀnaʔ³  ˀβi¹   ˀjã³¹  ˀjah³
'corn’  'to come' 'raw, uncooked' 'scar’  'to do'

ni³¹  na⁴na⁴ βĩ³   jã³²  jah³²
'night’ 'long ago' 'to be (equative)' 'salt’  'flower'



• It can be hard to hear the contrast between plain and pre-glottalized in word-initial 
position when these words are in isolation. You can hear it when another word (or 
prefix) precedes these roots though.

• Glottalized sonorants most often occur in word-medial position - it is easier to 
hear the glottalization here for both Triqui speakers (and probably for the rest of 
us).
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ta³ˀnĩh⁵ ka³-ˀnaʔ³ βa² ˀβi¹ tʃa³ˀjãh³ a³ˀmã³
'child of' 'PERF-come' 'to.be+raw' 'coyote' 'to heat up’

a³ˀᵑɡa³² ku³ˀⁿdiʔ³ to̪³ˀlo³ ni²ˀɾua⁴³
'to be born' 'prickly pear' 'rooster' 'much'



• The IPA has not historically had a consistent practice for transcribing 
preglottalization or prenasalization. Linguists variably transcribe these as 
sequences or with superscripts, e.g. /nd/ vs. /ⁿd/, /ʔn/ vs. /ˀn/ (Keating et al. 
2021). 

• This variation in transcriptional practice is independent from whether the 
linguist is arguing that these are single segments are not. 

• On the basis of many phonetic descriptions, including DiCanio (2010), Keating 
et al. (2021) propose superscripts for the IPA transcription of preaspiration, 
preglottalization, and prenasalization.

• When we're using IPA for Triqui, we'll be following this practice. However, in 
the transcriptional orthography, everything is written as a sequences. This is 
used in the dictionary and texts and later in the course.
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The marginal pre-stopped nasal

• Itunyoso Triqui has a pre-stopped nasal which begins as palatal and 
is released into an alveolar nasal /ᶜn/. It is found in a few common 
words, but it is undergoing loss/shift for many speakers, merging 
with /n/ or /t/̪.

ᶜnãh⁵ ‘brother’
nãh⁵ final particle expressing obligation
nːãh⁵ ‘to wash’
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3. Consonant length
There is a contrast between short and long consonants, but only in the onset of 
monosyllabic roots. There are more contrasts among the sonorants than obstruents.
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1.3 Word size and contrastive length
Most roots in Itunyoso Triqui are polysyllabic. Monosyllabic roots comprise 27% of monomor-
phemic entries in the lexicon, while polysyllabic roots comprise 73% of the entries (DiCanio
et al., 2020a). Monosyllabic roots have a special status in the language – as it is only in this
position that a consonant length contrast is observed. Length is not contrastive in polysyl-
labic words. Examples of the consonant length contrast in monosyllabic words are given in
Table 4. When words with a geminate undergo prefixation, degemination occurs. In verbs,
perfective or potential aspect marking creates this context, e.g. /n:e3/ ‘sit’ > /ka3-ne3/
‘perf-sit’; /t”:aH5/ ‘to be above’ > /ki3-t”aH5/ ‘perf-be.above.’ This patterning of consonant
length in Itunyoso Triqui is rather typologically marked since geminate and singleton con-
sonants are most often contrastive in word-medial position in the languages of the world,
followed by word-final position and word-initial position (Dmitrieva, 2012; Muller, 2001).

Table 4: Word-initial singleton and geminate consonants in monosyllabic words

Singleton onset Geminate onset
t”a3 ‘this, that (discourse)’ t”:a3 ‘field’
koH3 ‘last year’ k:oH32 ‘herb, medicinal plant’
kweH4 ‘perf.jump’ kw:eH32 ‘edible green’
tSa43 ‘perf.eat’ tS:̃ıP2 ‘ten’
úùa4 ‘neck’ úù:a3 ‘tortilla’
m@̃3 ‘this (proximate spatial)’ m:@̃4 ‘perf.exist’
nũ32 ‘be.inside.of’ n:ũ32 ‘epazote (herb)’
li43 ‘small’ l:iH3 ‘a baby, small child’
Be4 ‘top marker’ B:e4 ‘hair’
jo3 ‘in front of’ j:oP3 ‘year’

This patterning of singleton-geminate contrasts only in word-initial position is typolog-
ically rare. In her survey of 29 languages with word-initial geminates, Muller (2001) found
that 25 of the 29 languages also have contrastive length in word-medial position, suggesting
an implicational hierarchy – if a language has word-initial contrastive length, it usually has
word-medial contrastive length. Languages where length is contrastive in word-initial but
not word-medial position include Pattani Malay, Sa’ban, Yapese, and Nhaheun (ibid).4 Ex-
cept for Nhaheun (Austroasiatic), all these languages are Austronesian. We may also add
Itunyoso Triqui and Chicahuaxtla Triqui to this list of languages with gemination only in
word-initial position.

Comparative evidence argues that historical pre-tonic high vowels underwent a process
of syncope before the final stressed syllable (DiCanio, 2009; Hernández Mendoza, 2017).
This process seems to have taken place early in Proto-Triqui as well as later across dialects.
It resulted in consonant clusters or geminate consonants via compensatory lengthening, e.g.
compare Copala Triqui /ju3Be32/ ‘maguey cactus’ to Itunyoso Triqui /B:e32/; or reconstructed

4There is recent work on Kelantan Malay as well (Hamzah et al., 2016).



βa¹ ‘already, yet’ βːa¹ ‘sharp’
tʃaʔ³ ‘music’ tʃːa³ ‘tortilla’ 
kaʔ³ ‘spool-lifting kːaʔ³ ‘candle’

stick for weaving’
kʷi³ ‘day, sun’ kʷeh³² ‘edible green’
li⁴³ ‘small (adj)’ lːih³ ‘small (N)’
mã³ ‘that (distal)’ mːã¹ ‘there is (IMP)’
nãh⁵ ‘oblig. final part.’ nːãh⁵ ‘to wash’ 
ta̪³ ‘this (disc)’ t ̪ːa³ ‘field’
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The phonetics of length

consonants in itunyoso trique 249

di-erences among stops and the more marginal di-erences between the af-
fricate types is re.ected in such an interaction. Tukey’s post-hoc pairwise 
comparisons were made to test the signi/cance of Type on closure duration 
between the fortis and lenis variants for each obstruent place of articulation. 
Closure duration as a function of type was signi/cant for obstruents /t/, /ʈʂ/, 
/k/, and /kʷ/ (p < 0.001) but not for the post-alveolar a-ricate /tʃ/. The dif-
ference in closure duration between this lenis and fortis a-ricate was only 
11.1 ms. The di-erence in closure duration between the retro.ex lenis and 
fortis a-ricate was small (only 24.3 ms) but signi/cant. For each of the other 
stops, the di-erence in closure duration was more robust, between 45–74 ms.

For burst duration, the main e-ect of Type was not signi/cant (F[1, 7] = 
3.49, p = 0.10) but the main e-ect of Onset was marginally signi/cant (F[4, 
25] = 3.21, p < 0.05). Tukey’s post-hoc pairwise comparisons of Type × Onset 
interaction showed that burst duration as a function of place of articulation 

Fig. 2.—Acoustic di-erences between obstruents /tː/ (above) from the word [tːa3] ‘/eld, plain’ 
and /t/ (below) from the word [ta3] ‘that’. Both spectrograms show windows of identical duration.
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It is hard to hear the contrast between 
long and short voiceless stops in 
Itunyoso Triqui, but when we put them 
in a sentence, we can hear and see the 
length difference.

We will normally transcribe the long 
consonants with a doubled consonant 
instead of IPA [ː].

Example from DiCanio (2012a).



Examples in context

ki³-ni⁴ka⁴³ tʃːiʔ² tʃːeh⁵ tʃːũ³
PERF-bring.1S ten load wood
‘I brought ten loads of wood.’

kʷeh⁴ tʃa³ta̪³² tʃa³¹ ra³ʔa³ tʃːũ³
PERF.jump eagle head arm tree
‘The eagle flew/jumped to the tree branch.’
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international journal of american linguistics250

was signi0cant for all obstruent comparisons, e.g., /t/ vs. /k/, /k/ vs. /tʃ/, etc. 
(p < 0.001), except for the comparison /k/ vs. /kʷ/. These onset e3ects re4ect 
the tendency for more posterior articulations to be realized with longer burst 
durations than more anterior ones. Yet as velar and labiovelar stops have 
closure at the same place of articulation, it is unsurprising that there is no 
signi0cant di3erence in burst duration between them.

Fig. 3.—Fortis–lenis obstruent duration.

TABLE 6 
Itunyoso Trique Fortis–Lenis Obstruent Duration Data

Stops Closure Burst VOT Total Duration
Lenis 82.1 ms 15.6 ms 13.7 ms 111.4 ms

24.8 sd 6.2 sd 7.9 sd
Fortis 137.8 ms 17.8 ms 12.9 ms 168.5 ms

25.1 sd 9.2 sd 8.0 sd

A3ricates Closure Burst Frication Total Duration
Lenis 59.2 ms 8.8 ms 58.1 ms 126.1 ms

21.0 sd 7.6 sd 19.7 sd
Fortis 76.9 ms 10.6 ms 95.1 ms 182.6 ms

24.1 sd 7.5 sd 20.6 sd
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For VOT, the main e-ect of Onset (but not Type) was signi.cant (F[4, 
28] = 10.77, p < 0.001). Tukey’s post-hoc pairwise comparisons showed that 
VOT varied signi.cantly between alveolar and velar places of articulation 
(p < 0.01) but not between /k/ vs. /kʷ/. The average VOT values for the 
alveolar stops were 6–7 ms, while velar and labiovelar stops had average 
values between 16–18 ms. 

For the a-ricates, the main e-ect of Type (but not Onset) was signi.cant 
for frication duration. Fortis a-ricates has signi.cantly longer frication du-
ration than lenis a-ricates (F[1, 5] = 354.9, p < 0.001). Frication duration 
did not di-er among the lenis a-ricates, but the fortis post-alveolar a-ricate 
had signi.cantly longer frication duration than the retro0ex a-ricate, as in-
dicated by a signi.cant interaction between Type × Onset (F[1, 7] = 38.3, p 
< 0.001). The average di-erence in frication duration between the lenis and 
fortis post-alveolar a-ricate was 44 ms (64 vs. 108 ms), while the di-erence 
in the retro0ex series was 30 ms (53 vs. 83 ms). There is some complemen-
tarity between the degree to which closure duration and frication duration 
distinguish the fortis and lenis a-ricates. The retro0ex series is distinguished 
by both closure duration and frication duration (almost equally), while the 
post-alveolar series is distinguished mostly by frication duration.

2.2.2. Sonorants. For both sonorants that were examined, lenis variants 
had substantially shorter closure duration than did fortis variants. The aver-
age duration of lenis /n/ was 101.7 ms, while fortis /nː/ was 184.8 ms. The 
average duration of lenis /β/ was 90.0 ms, while fortis /βː/ was 152.7 ms. A 
bar plot of the di-erences is shown in .gure 4.

The duration measure was statistically analyzed using a repeated measures 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with two within-subjects factors, Type (fortis 
vs. lenis) and Onset (/n/, /β/), and Speaker as an error term. The main e-ect 
of Type was signi.cant (F[1,7] = 55.9, p < 0.001). The Onset main e-ect only 
approached signi.cance (F[1, 7] = 5.0 , p = 0.06). There was no signi.cant 

Fig. 4.—Fortis–lenis sonorant duration.

The length differences are robust in carrier sentences (ibid).



Why is length only contrastive word-initially?

• Consonantal length contrasts tend to occur word-medially in languages of the 
world (Dmitrieva, 2012; Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1996; Maddieson, 1985; 
Muller, 2001; Thurgood, 1993). Word-iniIal geminates are rare. 

• Of 30 known languages with word-iniIal geminates, 24/30 (80%) also have a 
length contrast word-medially (Muller, 2001). 

• 6/30 languages have word-iniIal geminates but not word-medial geminates: 
PaRani Malay, Sa’ban, LeI, Nhaheun, Yapese, and Itunyoso Triqui (DiCanio, 2008).
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The origin is pre-tonic vowel loss.

Historical phonology

Triqui-internal reconstructions

For 16/67 Triqui words, we do not have to delve very far in the past; the
Copala Triqui word contains an additional syllable /(j)V/-.

Itunyoso Chicahuaxtla Copala *Proto-Triqui Gloss
BBe32 wwe32 ju3ve32 */ju3we32/ maguey
BBeh35 wwe5 ju3ve5 */ju3weh5/ straw mat
BBe3 wwe3 ju3va31 */ju3wa31/ brave
BBeh3 wwehe3 ju3veh3 */ju3weh3/ boundary stone
B̃ı3 ww̃ı3 a3vi32 */a3w̃i32/ to be
nnah2 na2nah2 na2nah2 */na2nah2/ slowly
nniP2 a2n1P1 ja3niP1 */ja3n1P1/ ugly, gross
mmiP3 mmiPi3 ju3miP3 */ju3miP3/ soap
mmi31 mmi31 ju3mi1 */ju3mi1/ bridge
mmi32 mmi32 ju3me3 */ju3mi3/ sweet potato
ttah35 ta5 (u)taP3 */u3ta5/ to be above
ttuh35 tu5 i3tu5 */i3tuh5/ knot, goiter
ttu32 si5 tu2 i3tu32 */i3tu32/ thief
ttSih2 tSih2 (i)tSih2 */itS ih2/ seven
ttSiP2 tSiP2 (i)tSiP2 */itS iP2/ ten
úúùoh3 úùoho3 ni3úùoh3 */ni3úùoh3/ female’s belt

Christian DiCanio (Haskins Labs & UB) Triqui quantitative and historical 11/7/14 34
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But it also started pre-Triqui

Historical phonology

Comparisons with Proto-Mixtec

In 9/67 cases, the Triqui forms do not suggest a language-internal change,
but one which occurred longer in the past when Triqui split from
Proto-Mixtecan.

Itunyoso Chicahuaxtla Copala *Proto-Triqui *Proto-Mixtec Gloss

nnãh
3

nnãh
3

nãh
3

*/nnãh
3
/ */jonoP/ bag

nnãh
32

nnãhãh
3

nãh
32

*/nnãh
32

/ */inoP/ cigarette
kk

w
eh

3
k

w
eh

3
k

w
eh

1
*/kk

w
eh

3
/ */lak

w
aP/ pus

tta
3

ta
3

ta
32

*/tta
32

/ */joDoP/ field
BBih

2
wwih

2
vih

1
*/wwih

2
/ */uwi/ two

kkã
3

kã
3

kã
32

*/kkã
32

/ */j1k
˜
1P/ squash

kka
32

ka
32

ka
32

*/kka
32

/ */jokoP/ peg, pin
kkoh

3
koho

3
koh

3
*/kkoh

3
/ */juku/ herb

kkih
3

k1h1
3

kih
3

*/kk1h
3
/ */jukuP/ hill

Note that the Proto-Mixtec reconstructions also contain an additional syllable /(j)V/-.

Christian DiCanio (Haskins Labs & UB) Triqui quantitative and historical 11/7/14 35
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Similar changes in Sa’ban (Austronesian)
• Proto-Kelabit-Lun-Dayeh 

(Northern Sarawakan; 
Austroniesian) had longer words.

• Stress shifted to final syllables and 
pre-tonic high vowels were lost, 
conditioning gemination in only 
monosyllables in the language 
(Blust 2001, p.288).

• Sound familiar?
27



4. Vowel contrasts and nasalization

• There are five oral vowels in Triqui: /i, e, a, o, u/ and three nasal 
vowels /ĩ, ã, ũ/.

• The quality of the low nasal vowel is [ə]̃, not [ã].

• Contrastive nasalization on vowels is restricted to... the final syllable 
of the root.
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Figure 3 Vowel chart.

There are five oral vowels and three nasal vowels in Itunyoso Trique. Nasal vowels have a
restricted distribution whereby they only surface in final syllables. The vowel /o/ also has a
restricted distribution whereby it only surfaces in non-final syllables if it also surfaces in the
final syllable. Such a restriction is also found in Chicahuaxtla Trique (Longacre 1957) and,
with a few minor exceptions, in Copala Trique (Hollenbach 1977). Apart from these patterns
and the labialization restrictions discussed above, there are no other phonological restrictions
on the distribution of Itunyoso Trique vowels. Examples of words distinguishing the vowels
are as follows:

/i/ tsii tsi32 ‘ear of corn’ /ı̃/ tsin tsı̃3 ‘droplet’
/e/ che tʃe3 ‘father’ /ə̃/ chàn tʃə̃1 ‘eleven’
/a/ chaa tʃa32 ‘to eat’ /ũ/ chunh tʃũʔ3 ‘San Martı́n Itunyoso’
/o/ choo tʃo32 ‘ceramic cooking plate’
/u/ chùuj tʃuh13 ‘shortened’

The close front nasal vowel is produced at approximately the same place of articulation
as the oral variant. The close back nasal vowel is slightly more retracted than the oral variant,
which is already produced with quite narrow dorso-velar constriction. As a result of this
substantial narrowing, one occasionally observes the variant [N] or [] produced in place of
a nasalized vowel.

A plot of the oral and nasal vowels in Trique is given in Figure 3. Data for this chart come
from an averaged set of formant values from the recordings of three male speakers producing
two words in isolation, three times each, for each vowel contrast.

There are two phonological processes which affect nasalization in Itunyoso Trique. First, in
final syllables, there is a process of progressive nasalization, whereby a close vowel is nasalized
following a nasal consonant in the onset. As a result, the oral and nasal vowels, /i/ ∼ /ı̃/ and /u/
∼ /ũ/, neutralize in this environment. The non-close vowels, /e a o/, do not nasalize in this envi-
ronment. Secondly, there is a process where nasalization will spread leftward across the word.
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kkih³ ‘mountainside’ kkĩh³ ‘corn masa/dough’

kka³² ‘espiga de maíz’ kkə³̃ ‘sandal’

tʃa³tu⁴³ ‘jerk, a$$hole’ tʃa³tũ³ ‘runt of litter’

Nasalization is equally contrastive before a coda glottal consonant as it 
is in open syllables.
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Progressive and contrastive nasalization

• After nasal consonants, high vowels are obligatorily nasalized [ĩ, ũ], 
but this does not happen with low vowels [e, o, a].

nũ³² ‘to be inside’
a³nĩ³ ‘to squeeze’

• There is a phonological contrast between a nasal and non-nasal low 
vowel after a nasal consonant.

nã⁴ ‘sunbeam’ a⁴nãh⁴ ‘to weave’
na⁴ ‘a long time ago’ a⁴nah⁴ ‘to work the field’
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Regressive nasalization spreading

• Nasalization spreads from a final vowel onto preceding syllables if the 
intervening consonants are glottal consonants or a glide.

/jã³²/ ‘salt’ > [jə³̃² ~ ɲə³̃²]
/βĩ³/ ‘to be’ > [βĩ³ ~ mĩ³]
/ra³ʔã³/ ‘mushroom’ > [rə³̃ʔə³̃]
/tʃi³jãh⁵/ ‘town, place’ > [tʃĩ³jəh̃⁵ ~ tʃĩ³ɲəh̃⁵]
/ki³ˀjãh³/ ‘party, festival’ > [kĩ³ˀjəh̃³ ~ kĩ³ˀɲəh̃³]
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5. Glottal consonants
• The glottal stop occurs as an onset in final root syllables, e.g. /ɾa³ʔa³/ 

‘hand.’ These are disyllabic words in Itunyoso Triqui since you can 
get sequences of different vowels and you observe syllable-final 
lengthening, [ɾa³.ʔaː³].

• There is an important contrast among words which end with a /ʔ/, /h/, 
and no coda. This distinguishes many words in the Triqui lexicon --
about 50% of all roots end with a glottal coda.

• Glottal codas are the only codas permitted in the language. It is 
typologically very rare for /h/ to only occur as a coda, not an onset.
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Final glottal contrasts
• Non-final syllables do not have codas and always have short vowels.

• Final syllables either have short vowels with a glottal coda, /ah, aʔ/, or 
a long vowel /aː/. Since the length is predictable (via the absence of a 
coda), it is not usually transcribed.

a³ˀᵑɡa³² ‘to be born’ a³ta̪³ ‘to carry/load’
a³ˀᵑɡaʔ³ ‘to laugh’ a³ta̪ʔ³ ‘to lift up on top’
a³ˀᵑɡah³ ‘to be hurting’ a³ta̪h² ‘to say’
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Lenited vs. non-lenited glottal stops

35

words for each phonological context partly reflect the way target
words were collected during fieldwork, but are also a conse-
quence of each context having fewer contrastive tones. Only three
tones are contrastive before a coda /</, while 7 are contrastive in
open syllables or before a coda /h/. Thus, due to the phonological
restrictions on which tones are allowed to occur in different
contexts, only the three level tones are comparable across
contexts.

One stimulus had to be discarded from the /Vh/ syllable
condition as not all speakers were familiar with the elicited word.
This word was a specific lexical item /kw:eh3/ ‘pus’. Most speakers
use the more general word /lo3<loh3/ ‘mucus.’ Furthermore, upon
further investigation, the elicited tokens in the tone /4/ þ coda
/</ context were mislabelled examples of tone /3/ þ coda /</.
Thus, no examples from the former context were examined.

Final syllable rimes from words in natural carrier sentences
were examined. Given the nature of the fieldwork context, it was
preferable to provide natural contexts for each of the words rather
than unnatural contexts like ‘‘Say ___ again.’’ Therefore, some of
the carrier sentences differed. Most of the target words were
nouns, which appeared in the carrier sentence /ni4<ja43___ n~a3/,
see.1sg ___ here/this, I see ___ here. The carrier sentence used for
verbs or adjectives was /a3kwa4ni43___ n~a3/, today ___ here/this,
Today ___ this. While the carrier sentence used for adjectives and
verbs was different from that which was used with nouns, the
phonological context surrounding the target word was similar. In
each case, the word following the target was identical and the tone
preceding the target was identical, /43/, produced on an open
syllable. The tones adjacent to the target were kept consistent to
control for any tone–tone coarticulatory F0 effects. Each carrier
sentence was repeated 6 times for a total of 492 word repetitions

per speaker. Sentences produced with disfluencies were discarded
and not analyzed.

2.2. Speakers and data collection

Eight speakers were recruited for the investigations, four
female, four male. Six speakers were between the ages of 18
and 26. One male speaker, (C), was 35 years old at the time of
recording. Another female speaker, (G), was 56 years old. All
participants were native, fluent speakers of Itunyoso Trique who
were raised in San Martı́n Itunyoso. No participant reported
having a history of speech or hearing disorders. Upon examining
the data, two speakers recordings were eliminated (G and R). The
recordings of these speakers had exceptionally low amplitude and
contained substantial background noise (rain on a corrugated
roof). Only six of the original eight speakers’ data was used.

All speakers were native speakers of Trique with no history of
speech or hearing disorders. All but one speaker were fully
bilingual in Spanish. At the time of recording, there was no
established orthography in the language.3 Carrier sentences were
read aloud by the author or by the author’s main consultant as a
verbal prompt to the speaker. The verbal prompt contained the
target word in the carrier sentence. Speakers were asked to repeat
this prompt five times. For seven of the speakers, recording took
place in a quiet room in a house located in San Martı́n Itunyoso in
Oaxaca, Mexico. The remaining speaker was recorded in his home
in the central valley of California, USA.

Table 2
Tones in context of intervocalic /</.

s2 /4/ /3/ /2/ /1/ /43/ /32/ /45/

s1

/4/ j~a4<~ah4 j~a4<~ah3 " " ru4kwi4<i43 " "
guitar god peach

/3/ j~a3<~a4 ja3<a3 s~a3<~ah2 k~a3<~a1 " j~a3<~a32 jo4<oh5

to be hot brush money breath light, fire land, dirt
/2/ " j~a2<~a3 ta2<ah2 " " " "

to be hot half (adj.)
(outside)

/1/ " k~a1<~a3 " na1<ah1 " " "
four shame

n e e h e

Fig. 2. Intervocalic /</ in word /ne3<eh3/ ‘baby’ (left); Coda /</ in word /n7e<3/ ‘straw rope’ (right). Both words were extracted from carrier sentences. Long duration of
glottal closure is typical of coda glottalization.

3 See DiCanio and Cruz Martı́nez (2010) for a recent development of the
orthography.
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ne³ʔeɦ³ ‘child’ nneʔ³ ‘straw rope’
Figures from DiCanio (2012a)



Variation in 
glottal stops

36

Medial glottal stops can be 
realized with complete 
closure (above)

or without complete 
closure (below)

/tʃa³ʔu¹/ 
‘barn owl / tecolote’

Both sound like they have closure, right?



But medial glottal stops can 
also be realized with non-
modal phonation (creak, 
vocal fry, diplophonia)

or only very subtle visible 
changes in voice quality

/ni³ʔi³/ 
‘to know / saber~conocer’
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The final /h/ also varies in its production – it can be variably realized as [h] or [ɦ], with the 
latter being more common.

Voicing persists here.

Aspiration starts here.
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No loss of voicing here

[a⁴nəɦ̃⁴=ũɦ³] ‘she is weaving’



Final glottal consonants and tone
• Final glottal consonants both restrict the range of tonal contrasts and influence the 

phonetics of tone production (DiCanio 2012b, DiCanio et al. 2020).
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Table 4: The distribution of Itunyoso Triqui tones in relation to glottal consonants

Tone Open σ Coda /H/ Coda /P/ /VPV(H)/
/4/ BBe:4 `hair' yãH4 `dirt' tSiP4 `our ancestor' Rã4PãH4 `to dance'
/3/ nne:3 `plough yãH3 `paper' tsiP3 `pulque' nã3PãH3 `limestone'
/2/ nne:2 `to lie' nãH2 `again' ttSiP2 `10' ta2PaH2 `some, half'
/1/ nne:1 `naked' kãH1 `naked' tSiP1 `sweet' na1PaH1 `shame'
/45/ nãH45 `to wash' nã3PãH45 `I return'
/13/ BBi:13 `two of them' nãH13 `this (one)' kã1PãH3 `four of them'
/43/ tSe:43 `my father' nnãH43 `mother! (voc.)' ko4Po:43 `to drink'
/32/ nne:32 `water' nnãH32 `cigarette' sã3PãH2 `money'
/31/ nne:31 `meat' kã3Pã1 `wind, breath'

2.2.1 Tonal distribution and autosegmental rules

The patterns of glottal toggling in Itunyoso Triqui covary with tonal changes on stems. Thus, the tonotactic
patterns and tonal constraints with respect to word size are necessary preliminaries for our understanding
of how toggling morphology interacts with Itunyoso Triqui words. Monosyllabic roots comprise 27% of
monomorphemic entries in the Itunyoso Triqui lexicon, while polysyllabic roots comprise 73% (63% disyl-
labic, 10% trisyllabic).6 The influence of stress on tone distribution is seen in disyllabic words, shown in
Table 5. We observe that contour tones only surface in final, stressed syllables and the tonal contrasts in
non-final, unstressed syllables are limited. For instance, tones /4/ and /43/ may only be preceded by tones /3/
or /4/. Tones /2/ and /32/ may only be preceded by tones /2/ or /3/. Tone /1/ may be preceded only by tones
/3/ or /1/.

Table 5: Tonal patterns on disyllabic words

Open σ Coda /H/ Coda /P/
4.4 tSa4tSiH4 `tarantula' a4tS̃ıP4 `we pass'
4.43 a4tS̃ı:43 `to pass'
3.45 a3tS̃ıH45 `to ask for'
3.4 ti3t̃ı:4 `to roast' ti3kiH4 `to shove in' a3tS̃ıP4 `we ask'
3.3 a3tS̃ı:3 `to lack' a3tSiH3 `to grow' a3tS̃ıP3 `to bury'
3.2 ta3PNgo:2 `each' tSa3tSiH2 `sheep'
3.1 ka3t̃ı:1 `hip' kwe3PniH1 `Wednesday' si3siP1 `sweet (N)'
3.43 ka3sti:43 `oil'
3.32 ti3ni:32 `nopal cactus'
2.3 nu2mı̃:3 `tied' ru2mı̃H3 `bored' ta2kaP3 `bent'
2.2 ku2Rã:2 `clear' tSi2koH2 `jealous' ka2RaP2 `wide'
2.32 ma2Re:32 `green'
1.3 ja1ko:3 `poor' nu1kwaH3 `hard, strong'
1.1 ka1si:1 `white' ni1tSiH1 `fried' ni1tSũP1 `near'

Importantly, tones /4/, /43/, and /45/ never co-occur with tones /2/, /1/, /32/, and /13/ in uninflected
Itunyoso Triqui words. This distributional gap and the structural symmetry of the Itunyoso Triqui tonal
system is captured by dividing it into distinct tonal registers; in uninflected morphemes, tones on adjacent
syllables must agree in register (c.f. DiCanio 2008, 2016). This abstract classification of tones into [+upper]
and [-upper] registers is not only relevant in accounting for distributional asymmetries within Itunyoso
Triqui roots, but roots possessing [-upper] tones also systematically behave differently when inflected with
stem-altering personal clitics than roots with [+upper] tones. The register system is given in Table 6.7

6The Triqui lexicon contains a large number of compound words as well, to which many toponyms and flora/fauna names belong.
7While not the topic of the current paper, this abstract phonological categorization of tones into features in Itunyoso Triqui is in
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Final glottal contrasts and morphology

• This contrast is rather important in Triqui morphology.

a³ta̪³ ‘to carry/load’
a³ta̪h⁵ ‘I carry’
a³ta̪h³ ‘they (mentioned) carry’
a³to̪ʔ⁴ ‘we carry’

Note that /a/ > /o/ with the 1st person plural, but other vowels do not 
change.
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